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When Does Delinquency Result in Neglect? Mortgage Distress and Property Maintenance∗ Lauren Lambie-Hanson† Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia July 15, 2015



Abstract Numerous studies have found that foreclosed properties sell at a discount and push down the sale prices of nearby properties, which may be partly driven by poorer maintenance of the foreclosed homes. However, direct evidence of foreclosure-related property neglect has been scarce. This paper uses data on constituent complaints and requests for public services made to the City of Boston to examine the incidence and timing of this type of foreclosure externality. Interior and exterior property conditions appear to suffer most while homes are bank owned, although complaints about reduced maintenance are also common earlier in the foreclosure process.
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Introduction



The recent mortgage foreclosure crisis spurred numerous policy initiatives at the local, state, and federal levels to tackle vacant, abandoned, and undermaintained properties. Congress, for example, authorized nearly 7 billion dollars of spending between 2008 and 2010 for the Neighborhood Stabilization Program, funding a variety of activities to reduce foreclosurerelated blight (Spader et al. 2015). In the academic community, researchers have debated the extent to which foreclosures are responsible for poor property conditions, with a particular emphasis on whether physical externalities exist that harm neighboring owners. This paper investigates the relationship between the foreclosure process and property conditions in Boston, Massachusetts. A growing body of research has found that foreclosed properties negatively impact the prices of houses sold nearby (Immergluck and Smith 2006; Schuetz, Been, and Ellen 2008; Campbell, Giglio, and Pathak 2011; Hartley 2014; Ellen, Madar, and Weselcouch 2012; Anenberg and Kung 2014; Fisher, Lambie-Hanson, and Willen 2014; Gerardi et al. 2015).1 One line of reasoning is that when foreclosures result in vacancies and decreased maintenance, this “disamenity” harms neighboring properties, and as a result they sell for less. A competing explanation is that foreclosures increase the supply of low-cost properties on the market, creating competition for neighboring sellers.2 Researchers have come to different conclusions about which of these channels explain price spillovers. For example, Hartley (2014) finds a supply effect but no measurable disamenity effect in his study of Chicago, and Anenberg and Kung (2014) find evidence of disamenity effects only in high-density, low-price neighborhoods in the four metro areas they study. In contrast, studying fifteen U.S. metro areas, Gerardi et al. (2015) argue that foreclosure spillovers can be explained entirely by property condition, which they speculate is associated with deferred maintenance by lenders and financially distressed homeowners. In fact, they find that well-maintained properties that experience foreclosure do not harm their neighbors’ sale prices. Examining condominium foreclosures in Boston, Fisher, Lambie-Hanson, and Willen (2014) find that externalities are strongest for owners located in the same condo building (not simply the same condo association) as 1



For a summary of the evolution of the existing literature on foreclosures’ price spillovers, see Frame (2010) or Gerardi et al. (2015). In related studies, Harding, Rosenblatt, and Yao (2012), Clauretie and Daneshvary (2009), and others quantify the discounts at which REO properties themselves are sold. As Clauretie and Daneshvary explain, these discounts can be explained by deteriorating property conditions, stigma effects, or urgency on the part of the lender. 2 Foreclosures may also reduce area house prices by providing low priced “comparables” for assessors to use in the valuation process (Lee 2008). In the event that they are used, appraisers are instructed to adjust their calculations accordingly (Ellen, Madar, and Weselcouch 2012), though in practice, it is hard to know how often—or accurately—such adjustments are made, particularly since there is debate over the extent to which experiencing foreclosure affects a property’s sale price.
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a foreclosed property. They interpret this as evidence that foreclosure-related undermaintenance and vacancy within one’s building, coupled with condo association financial solvency in smaller associations, drive foreclosures’ impacts on house prices, rather than increased supply being the mechanism. Lenders and the servicers acting on their behalves may lack the ability to properly oversee real estate owned (REO)—that is, bank-owned—properties or may not have sufficient incentives to keep them well maintained. Disinvestment can also occur before a lender takes control of a property. Borrowers who are in the foreclosure process may undermaintain properties, either because of the financial distress that led them to default or because they expect to lose their homes in the near future. This latter effect may even extend to borrowers who have not defaulted but simply owe more in mortgage debt than the value of their homes. As Haughwout, Peach, and Tracy (2010) argue, “with little to gain, negative equity homeowners will be much less likely to pursue improvements in their homes or communities. Their situation is essentially analogous to that of renters, who have little incentive to make improvements to the homes they occupy since it is the landlord who reaps the economic benefits,” (p. 3). Indeed, using the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Consumer Expenditure Survey, Melzer (2012) finds that borrowers with negative equity spend 30 percent less than positive equity homeowners on home maintenance and improvements. Clauretie and Daneshvary (2009); Harding, Rosenblatt, and Yao (2012); and others document the poor conditions of many foreclosed properties in communities around the country, which may be a product of disinvestment during the foreclosure process, or perhaps homes that end up in foreclosure and bank ownership are simply of poorer quality and upkeep to begin with. Without panel data, it is difficult to identify if or when property conditions change. Using an administrative dataset from Boston, I capture information on the timing of when residents in a neighborhood report problems about particular properties to local government. Complaints include issues like rodent activity, squatters, broken windows, and failure to clear snow from sidewalks or properly store trash. I link this property-level dataset of constituent complaints and requests to five other datasets—a property-level dataset of sales transactions and mortgage originations, tax assessor’s data, code violations, a loan-level dataset of mortgage performance for securitized subprime and Alt-A mortgage borrowers,3 and real estate sale listings data from the area multiple listing service. Using this six-part, master dataset, I 3



As Haughwout, Peach, and Tracy (2008) explain, “Subprime mortgages are small loans (compared to Alt-A loans) and are often made to borrowers with some blemish on their credit history, or who are willing to commit large shares of their incomes to debt service. Alt-A mortgages are typically larger value loans made to more creditworthy borrowers who, for a variety of reasons, may choose not to provide the income or asset verification required to obtain a prime mortgage,” (249). The CoreLogic dataset includes essentially all private-label securitized subprime and Alt-A mortgages originated in 2003 and later.
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estimate multilevel longitudinal models to compare the incidence and timing of complaints, identifying when in the delinquency and foreclosure process a property becomes the subject of complaints. I find that the frequency of complaints about property maintenance varies during different stages of the foreclosure process. Specifically, borrowers appear to begin neglecting maintenance when they are seriously (90 days or more) delinquent, and complaints about property conditions become even more common once the foreclosure process begins. But properties are most likely to be the subject of constituent complaints when they are bank owned. Properties that are owner occupied, in particular, experience escalating complaints once bank owned—they are four or more times as likely to be the subject of a constituent complaint when REO as before the borrowers became delinquent. These findings apply to a broader sample of securitized and portfolio, prime and nonprime mortgage borrowers and to most types of maintenance studied, including internal and external conditions. Although banks have an incentive to maintain properties to maximize return when they resell them, in reality it is hard for them to regularly monitor properties and to respond to problems as they emerge. Interestingly, complaints about property conditions become somewhat more frequent in the initial months after a foreclosure auction—immediately after the bank takes control, but once properties are listed for sale by the banks, complaints decline. Once a property is assigned to a real estate agent, it is better monitored and its condition is improved to prepare it for sale on the market. These findings are broadly consistent with previous work. Gerardi et al. (2015) find that in most metro areas, foreclosure price spillovers peak when neighboring properties are bank owned, though in several areas, spillovers peak earlier, while still owned by seriously delinquent borrowers. Harding, Rosenblatt, and Yao (2009) come to a similar conclusion. Ihlanfeldt and Mayock (2013) also find a negative effect of bank ownership, an effect which quickly abates once properties are purchased by owner-occupants.
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Data sources



I investigate the relationship between foreclosure events and property condition complaints in Boston using a six-part, property-level panel dataset. I begin with a dataset of mortgage and sale transactions, which I merge with a monthly loan-level panel on mortgage performance. I combine these data with three administrative datasets from the City of Boston: tax assessor data, constituent complaints about a variety of interior and exterior property conditions, and
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code violations relating to three types of exterior maintenance conditions.4 Finally, I match these data to property-level information from the local multiple listing service on sale listings posted by real estate agents. The datasets are described more thoroughly in the following sections, and the information I use from each is summarized in Table 1. A description of the matching procedures can be found in the online appendix.



2.1



Property transactions, mortgages, and foreclosure starts from public records



The foundation of my combined dataset is public records data on property transactions (deeds of sale), mortgages, and foreclosure starts for single-family, two-family, and threefamily properties in Boston.5 The data, based on information from the county registry of deeds and the Massachusetts Land Court, are compiled, cleaned, and processed by the Warren Group, a New England-based company. All deeds, mortgages, and foreclosure starts have complete address information and assessor’s parcel numbers. Foreclosure starts (also called “foreclosure petitions” or “foreclosure complaints”) signal that a borrower has defaulted and the lender has accelerated the remaining mortgage payments, meaning that the borrower must either pay off the entire balance of his mortgage or lose the property to foreclosure.



2.2



Tax assessor’s data



I then combine the Warren Group public records data with the tax assessor’s data for each property in Boston. From this dataset I use information on the type of property (1–3 family) and an identifier of the owner’s occupancy status: whether he receives a residential property tax exemption for owner-occupants. For a comparison of using residential property tax exemptions and other indicators of tenure, see Fisher and Lambie-Hanson (2012).



2.3



CoreLogic loan-level data



In order to determine the status of an owner’s mortgage at a given point in time, I match the two datasets above with loan-level data from CoreLogic that tracks securitized subprime and Alt-A mortgages. I construct the match between the CoreLogic and public records data based primarily on the origination amount and date of the mortgage, the ZIP code of the property, and the lender’s name. I successfully match over 85 percent of CoreLogic 4



Information identifying individual consumers, properties, or banks was stripped from the datasets prior to matching loan-level data. 5 Condominiums are excluded from the analysis because unit numbers are often not reported in the constituent complaints dataset.
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first-lien mortgages originated between 2003 and 2007 to an owner in the Warren Group. These mortgages were originated by more than 300 distinct lenders and overseen by more than 80 mortgage servicers, 19 of which ranked among the largest 50 U.S. mortgage servicers based on 2009 market share, according to Inside Mortgage Finance (2010). The CoreLogic dataset includes dynamic, monthly information on the loans, such as the contemporaneous payment amount, balance, and mortgage status (for example, current, 30 days delinquent, 60 days delinquent, in foreclosure, etc.). Some of the analysis relies on the CoreLogic-matched sample in order to use this information on the precise mortgage status of an owner during each month in the panel. As described below, the results are similar for the full population of distressed prime and nonprime mortgage borrowers in Boston.



2.4



Constituent complaints



Since October 2008 the City of Boston has maintained an administrative database of constituent requests and complaints made to a centralized constituent services’ system and to its various City departments. This database includes reports made by phone calls or text messages to a 24-hour hotline, internet (website submissions or “tweets”), smart phone application, and in-person visits. Reports range from requests for recycling bins or pothole repair to complaints about rodent infestations and abandoned properties. Each report is dated, refers to a specific address (and assessor’s parcel number), and includes a detailed description of the request, including a standardized category for the type of request being made.6 Boston’s system is heavily used; for example, in July 2009 alone over 6,400 reports were filed. The system is similar to “3-1-1” services provided by other cities, such as New York and Philadelphia. For each property and each month, I calculate the number of constituent reports that reference residential property conditions, essentially the universe of housing complaints handled by the Inspectional Services Department.7 Table 2 presents a summary of these types of complaints using the City’s pre-designated categories. After reading the verbatim descriptions of the complaints supplied to the City by the constituents, I classified the records into five broader categories: general conditions, pests and health, trash, snow, and utilities. Where possible, I also classified each as relating to internal or external property conditions. The system was widely used for these types of complaints by June 2009, which is when 6



I use the terms “complaint” and “request” interchangeably in this paper, since most observations involve both a complaint about a particular problem and a request for the City to provide some service to mitigate the problem. 7 Two notable exceptions are illegal dumping and building inspection requests, which are omitted from the dataset. For the former, illegal dumping often indicates that the owner is a victim of dumping and is seeking cleanup help from the City. The latter, inspection requests, are often routine.
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I begin my analysis. I capture complaints through September 2013. I link each complaint with the public records data, achieving a match rate of over 94 percent. To limit multiple reports of the same incident, I exclude duplicate records and complaints that occur within two weeks of a previous complaint in the same category for a particular property. Naturally, residents in some neighborhoods are more likely than those in other areas to report problems to the City (see Levine and Gershenson (2014)), and so, as discussed in Section 3, I examine within-property differences in the incidence of constituent complaints.



2.5



Code violations



Because constituent complaints are voluntary reports made by residents and may or may not appropriately identify true cases of property neglect, I supplement the dataset with code violations documented by the City of Boston Inspectional Service Department Code Enforcement Police. I focus on three common types of code violations, chosen due to their volume and standard method of categorization by the City: overgrown yards/weeds, failure to clear snow from sidewalks, and improper storage of trash. Unfortunately, the dates associated with the violation records are not as informative as the complaint dates. The records report the most recent “status date” of the complaint, which is is a later bound on when the violation was identified.8 Because of this limitation, the code violations data are used as an alternative indicator, rather than a primary outcome, in the analysis.



2.6



Multiple listing service data



Finally, I supplement the dataset with information on real estate sale listings from Massachusetts’ main multiple listing service, the MLS Property Information Network. These data give information on real estate sale listings submitted to the proprietary database by real estate agents from January 1993 to December 2012. Over 98.5 percent of the MLS listings were successfully matched to a property in the Warren Group dataset. The data include a vast array of information, including, but not limited to: address of the property, date the listing was created, initial listing price, status of the listing (including date of termination if sold, expired, or withdrawn), current listing price, and final sale price. Starting in 2009, the data also include a flag for short sales and lender-owned properties. As discussed below, I 8



Often the status date corresponds closely to the date the violation was identified through an inspection. However, the status date can also represent the date the violation is resolved. When cases are complex and require multiple inspections, weeks or even months could elapse between the initial inspection and subsequent inspections. These cases are less common for snow, weeds, and trash complaints, but their exact number is not possible to calculate using the data available. For this reason, we should be cautious when drawing conclusions from the violations data alone.
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supplement these flags with additional information in the data to improve their reliability.



2.7



Describing the two matched datasets



I use the datasets described above to create two final datasets: one of nonprime-only loans that includes the CoreLogic monthly performance data, and one of prime and nonprime loans that instead uses coarser measures of mortgage performance available through the public records data. The advantage of the nonprime-only dataset is its rich, reliable information on monthly mortgage performance. However, it is less representative than the prime and nonprime dataset, which includes more loans in severe mortgage distress (those that enter foreclosure, not simply default). Below I describe each of the datasets. The nonprime-only dataset includes monthly observations between June 2009 and September 2013 for 2,392 properties with borrowers who were observed to default (become 90 or more days delinquent) on their mortgages during the study period.9 For borrowers who lost their properties to foreclosure, I also include in the dataset the months during which the property was held by the bank (if applicable), as well as the first six months the property was held by a new owner post-foreclosure. Table 3 provides a brief description of this sample. Approximately equal shares were single-family, two-family, and three-family properties, and most of the borrowers, 60 percent, were owner-occupants. Over 42 percent purchased between 2004 and 2007, while 35 percent purchased before 1999. The rest purchased between 1999 and 2003. Over half the sample took out a purchase or refinance mortgage in 2006–2007, the height of the housing market in Boston. The borrowers’ FICO scores at the time of mortgage origination were typically low, with 31 percent below 620 and 70 percent below 680. A large share of the properties were located in neighborhoods with very high numbers of foreclosures—over 38 percent were located in census tracts that experienced 40 or more foreclosures during the study period. The dataset is limited to borrowers observed to default, but 41 percent had not entered foreclosure by the end of data collection. Forty-eight percent experienced a foreclosure start, but the foreclosure was not completed by the end of the study window. The remaining 11 percent lost their properties to foreclosure, with the homes either becoming bank owned or being sold directly to third-party buyers at foreclosure auction. For each month through December 2012, I observe whether the property is listed in the MLS, and if so, whether the listing is flagged as a short sale or lender-owned property. About 12 percent of borrowers in the sample listed their properties with a real estate agent as a short sale during this period. 9 An additional 1,497 properties in the dataset were owned by borrowers who did not default. The sample is later expanded to include these borrowers, as discussed in Section 5.
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The characteristics of the broader prime and nonprime sample are very similar, though it includes a somewhat lower percentage of owner-occupants (53 percent versus 60 percent), and a much smaller share are located in very high foreclosure neighborhoods—only 16 percent are in tracts that experienced 40 or more foreclosures during the sample period, as compared with 38 percent in the nonprime-only sample. As shown in Figure 1, the properties are concentrated in the same neighborhoods as those in the main, nonprime sample: East Boston (adjacent to Logan Airport) and the southeastern portion of the city, which includes the neighborhoods of Roxbury, Dorchester, Mattapan, and Hyde Park.10 Because I do not have monthly mortgage performance data for the borrowers in the prime and nonprime dataset, I must rely on the observation of a foreclosure start to indicate mortgage distress. I restrict the sample to just those borrowers who experience a foreclosure start. This is more restrictive than the nonprime-only sample, which includes just those borrowers who have defaulted on their mortgage. However, the broader sample is still larger in size (2,795 properties), since it includes prime mortgage borrowers. Because the dataset is restricted to borrowers with foreclosure starts, a greater share of borrowers ultimately lose their properties to foreclosure. A similar share pursued short sales. For both datasets, I observe the number and type of constituent complaints made to the City of Boston and the number of code violations the City issued for each month through September 2013. In both the nonprime-only and broader prime and nonprime datasets, nearly 30 percent of the properties were the subject of one or more property condition complaint while the property was held by the borrower or bank owned. An almost identical share were observed to experience a code violation for overgrown weeds, failure to clear snow, or improper storage of trash. While the City’s complaints database goes back to 2008, the hotline was not heavily used until early 2009. Its use has grown over time, as shown in Figure 2. Complaints have increased for both properties that never experience foreclosure during the sample period and those that do have a foreclosure start at some point. Code violations fluctuate over time but show no evidence of becoming more common in recent years. Figure 2 shows that properties that ultimately experience foreclosure have higher complaint and violation rates than properties that do not enter foreclosure. This tells us nothing about the relationship between contemporaneous foreclosure status and complaints or violations, though. In contrast, Figure 3 shows the unconditional rates of complaints and code violations for properties in the nonprime-only dataset by mortgage and ownership status. Complaints and violations are each found in about 1 percent of monthly cases while a bor10



Approximately 800 properties are in both samples. I estimate that about one-third of all single-family, two-family, and three-family property owners in Boston who entered the foreclosure process during my study period are included in the main, nonprime dataset.
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rower is current to 60-days delinquent. Each month about 1.5 percent of borrowers 90 days or more delinquent but pre-foreclosure experienced complaints, with the rate rising to about 2 percent for complaints and nearly 3 percent for violations once a borrower has formally entered the foreclosure process. Both complaints and violations jump to over 4 percent of monthly observations once a property is bank owned (REO). Complaints and violations appear to decline once the bank-owned property is listed for sale. Complaints decline slightly in the subsequent periods, once a property is held by a new owner. Code violations exhibit a spike while held by a new owner, though as noted earlier, violation dates represent later bounds on when violations occur, and this bump may reflect some instances of new owners resolving pre-existing violations. The complaints data, on the other hand, do not suffer from this problem, and so they are the primary focus of the following analysis.11



3



Modeling the monthly probability of complaints



To determine whether the probability that an owner’s property generates a complaint in a given month is correlated with whether he is current on his mortgage, delinquent, or in foreclosure, I use a multi-level, longitudinal regression model. I estimate the regression as a logit model—for each month m, I estimate the probability that an owner’s property i is the subject of at least one complaint or violation:12



P rob(yim = 1) =



1 1+



e−(β0 +β1 ·SRSDLQim +β2 ·FORECLim +β3 ·REOim +β4 ·SMFi +β5 ·Xim +β6 ·Zim +(ǫim +ui ))



,



(1)



The first three variables indicate a property’s status in the foreclosure process: SRSDLQim is coded as 1 if the borrower who owns property i is 90 days or more delinquent on mortgage payments as of month m, but the lender has not initiated foreclosure proceedings.13 F ORECLim indicates that the mortgage is formally in foreclosure during month m. In some 11



Because relatively few properties are followed for the entire foreclosure process through 6 months after resale, I limit my analysis below to the periods when a property is owned by the original borrower or the lender, in the case of properties that become REO. 12 An alternative approach is to estimate a poisson model on the number of complaints reported each month. In only 238 instances (about 0.2 percent of the sample of monthly observations) did a property receive two or more complaints in a particular month, so I instead use the dichotomous outcome. However, results from a poisson model are consistent with my findings from the logit model. 13 There is no statistically or economically meaningful difference in the rates of complaints between borrowers who are current and those who are 30-to-60 days delinquent. A couple of missed payments may not be a good indicator of financial distress for nonprime mortgage borrowers. As Willen (2012) explains, “Borrowers with low credit scores are routinely delinquent on their mortgages and obligations. Herzog and Earley (1970) refer to 30 days past due as ‘casual delinquency’ and it was well known in the industry that it was generally not a cause for concern with low credit-quality borrowers.”
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specifications, I distinguish between whether at month m the borrower has been seriously delinquent or in foreclosure for more or less than one year. REOim indicates that the bank owns property i, and later I compare REO status when the bank has recently acquired the property and not yet listed it for sale to when the property is actively on the market. There are several covariates in the model: SMFi is a dichotomous variable for small multifamily properties (of 2–3 units). Xim measures the number of quarters that have elapsed since the borrower defaulted on his mortgage, or in the case of the prime and nonprime sample, the quarters since the borrower entered foreclosure. Zim includes a set of dichotomous year controls to account for changes in economic conditions and use of the complaints hotline. It is also important to account for unobserved property heterogeneity. To begin with, there are obvious reasons to believe that residents in different neighborhoods will be more or less likely to contact the City with requests and complaints. In neighborhoods where knowledge about the hotline, for example, is widespread, we would expect properties to be the subject of a greater number of complaints, all else equal. To acknowledge that, for a variety of reasons, a particular property’s likelihood of being reported in a given month is different from other properties’ in unobserved ways, I structure Equation 1 as a multilevel random-intercepts model, which contains a property-specific error term, ui . I show in Section 5 that the model results do not change substantively when neighborhood–time controls (in the form of ZIP code by quarter effects) are included instead. I also show the impact of using a specification with property-specific fixed effects instead of random effects. As explained in Section 5.1, in order to accommodate the many properties that do not experience a complaint (70 percent of the sample), I use the random-effects version.
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Results and discussion



I find statistically significant, economically meaningful evidence that a borrower’s mortgage status (or a property’s status as bank owned) is correlated with the probability that the property is the subject of a complaint made by a constituent to local government. Essentially, beginning with the date when a borrower becomes seriously (90 or more days) delinquent, the incidence of complaints begins to rise. As shown in the odds ratios in Model 1 of Table 4, during the first year in default, a borrower’s property is, on average, 1.2 times as likely to be the subject of a complaint as when that borrower was current on his mortgage. I find a similar-magnitude effect for borrowers who have been in default for a year or longer pre-foreclosure, but the significance falls just below the 0.1 level. In most cases, lenders have initiated foreclosure by this time, and the control for quarters elapsed since default absorbs some of the variation in the dependent variable. Complaints increase even more 10



once a borrower is in foreclosure, with the odds ratio increasing to over 1.4 when a borrower in foreclosure has been in default for less than one year and to almost 1.9 when a borrower in foreclosure has been in default for longer than one year. Beginning with Model 2, pre-foreclosure months are grouped together, and months spent in foreclosure are treated as a separate category. As shown there, seriously delinquent borrowers are only about 1.2 times as likely to experience a complaint about their properties, but once a borrower is in foreclosure, his property is nearly 1.7 times as likely to generate a complaint as when he is current on his mortgage. Properties are particularly susceptible to complaints after becoming REO—for these months, properties generate complaints at a rate of over 3.2 times the rate of properties owned by borrowers current on their mortgages (but who are later observed to default). These results are consistent with the unconditional complaint rates displayed in Figure 3 and the top panel of Figure 4.



4.1



Exploring the REO effect



The increase in complaints when properties become REO does not appear to be driven by the bank simply inheriting poorly maintained properties that have lingered in foreclosure. If this were true, we would expect complaint rates to be highest when banks first take over ownership or for complaints to be correlated with the time properties spend in the foreclosure process (from the time of the first missed payment to the foreclosure auction). But the models control for the time elapsed since default, and as the lower panel of Figure 4 shows, the probability of complaints does not begin to fall after the bank takes ownership. Instead, it continues to rise, and at a faster rate after the auction. While banks have an incentive to maintain properties in order to capture a higher price when they resell them, in reality it is hard for lenders to monitor properties and to respond to problems as they emerge. As a result, small issues that go overlooked can quickly become severe. Among the complaints recorded about bank-owned properties studied in this paper, there are numerous examples of problems that potentially could have been avoided if properties were better monitored and maintained. Within the detailed complaint descriptions—often including language from the constituents verbatim—there were four cases of pipes bursting, causing backups of sewage in basements. There were two examples of leaky pipes causing mold. In one case, a neighbor reported that a bank-owned property’s septic tank began overflowing, leaving sewage in the yard. In more than a dozen cases, owners of REO properties allegedly did not shovel sidewalks after snow storms, another example of how absentee ownership can impact property conditions when there is a sudden change in the environment. In another case, a tree at a bank-owned home became dangerous after a storm, and



11



when left unattended, nearly fell on a neighbor’s home. Finally, there were dozens of reports of bank-owned properties left unsecured and then occupied by squatters or neighborhood youths. These accounts are consistent with findings by Herbert et al. (2013). For example, those authors interviewed a Boston non-profit staff member who oversaw property inspection services and described how bank-owned properties’ conditions may be fine at the time of the foreclosure auction but can “...deteriorate the longer the property remains under bank ownership, with structural, plumbing, and heating issues cropping up,” (Herbert et al. 2013, p. 42). Severe problems may be particularly difficult for mortgage servicers to address. As explained in a Government Accountability Office report, servicers are required under Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and US Department of Housing and Urban Development guidelines to secure approval to conduct expensive and complicated repairs that exceed specific dollar thresholds. As a result, servicers “may not always act immediately to resolve such problems,” since “obtaining the necessary approvals to conduct work that exceeds the allowed amounts under the servicing guidelines can take time and, in some cases, such requests are denied,” (Government Accountability Office 2011, pp. 41-42). Decisions are profit-motivated. As Theologides (2010) explains, “One factor influencing the servicer’s repair decisions is whether there will be sufficient proceeds to recover the repair costs as a servicing advance. If the [principal and interest] and servicing advances that accrued during foreclosure–and those likely to be incurred during the REO and sale process—exceed the expected liquidation proceeds so that there probably will not be any net proceeds, the servicer is likely to make more limited repairs or seek to sell the property quickly to an investor as is,” (pp. 79–80). There is some evidence that complaints decline after a bank-owned property is listed for sale. Table 4 explores this relationship using the broader sample of prime and nonprime borrowers. As explained in Section 2, this sample does not incorporate the monthly mortgage performance data from CoreLogic. Because it is not possible to identify a borrower’s precise mortgage status in the public records data, I rely on a proxy for defaults—foreclosure starts. As discussed in Lambie-Hanson and Lambie-Hanson (2013), after a borrower in Massachusetts defaults on his mortgage and the payments are accelerated, a foreclosure petition is filed in court to formally announce that the lender is about to begin foreclosure proceedings. Borrowers with foreclosure starts sometimes cure their mortgage defaults, though it is not possible to tell this from the public records data. As a result, the petitions data are an imperfect proxy for whether a borrower is in mortgage distress in a given month, although they represent the best indicator available in public records. Using this sample enables me to test the generalizability of the results from the nonprime-only sample and to study a somewhat larger sample of severely distressed borrowers, increasing statistical power. 12



I include owners whose mortgages enter foreclosure, and once the foreclosure petition has been filed, I flag the borrower as “in foreclosure” for the rest of his ownership experience. Using data from Lambie-Hanson and Lambie-Hanson (2013) on auction dates and the incidence of third-party sales, I observe whether and when properties become REO. The findings are displayed in Models 3–6 of Table 4. The results for borrowers in foreclosure (odds ratio of 1.3) appear weaker than those for foreclosed borrowers in the CoreLogic matched sample (1.7). However, it is important to remember that the comparison being made in the Model 3 odds ratio is to owners who have not yet experienced a foreclosure start, some of whom are in default on their mortgages (and would be captured in the pre-foreclosure category in Models 1 and 2). Similarly, some of the borrowers with foreclosure starts have cured their defaults, but because this is unobserved in the dataset, they are flagged as “in foreclosure” indefinitely. Both these factors work to undermine the size and significance of the estimate for borrowers in foreclosure. The REO odds ratio is also somewhat smaller in the model that includes prime borrowers (2.8 as opposed to 3.2). This is also driven in part by comparing REO properties to the omitted category that includes some borrowers who have already defaulted. In addition to the improved generalizability of the results from the prime and nonprime sample, this broader sample also includes a larger number of properties that experience severe mortgage distress, with the owners ultimately entering foreclosure and the properties becoming bank owned. Using this larger sample with more statistical power, I examine the differences between REO properties that are not yet listed for sale by the bank to those that are on the market (Model 4). Prior to listing the REO properties for sale, lenders are 3.1 times as likely to receive a complaint as when the borrowers were making their monthly mortgage payments. After listing the properties, the odds ratio decreases to 1.9. Among the subsample of properties that ultimately become REO (Model 6), the odds ratios are smaller, 2.6 and 1.6, respectively, and the listed REO odds ratio is only marginally significant. However, the difference between the two is still statistically significant at the 0.01 level. There are a few possible explanations for why the odds ratio would be greater for REO properties that are not yet on the market. Once a property is listed for sale, the real estate agent in charge of the listing becomes the local steward of the property, and he or she is presumably better equipped than the lender to monitor the property. Properties are also more likely to have been brought up to code. La Jeunesse (2013) estimates that in 2011 about 35 percent of REO properties nationally received repairs or improvements by banks in order to prepare them for sale, with the average work ranging in value from $6,500 to $9,100. Tenants and neighbors may also find it easier to avoid contacting the City and 13



instead communicate directly with the party responsible for the property—either through contacting the real estate agent or by checking REO registration postings at properties, which should have been brought into compliance by the servicer or the real estate agent by this time.14 Below I discuss results from the prime/nonprime sample, since it is larger, includes a greater variety of borrowers, and includes more severely distressed borrowers and properties, by being restricted to those who have entered foreclosure. When it contributes to the discussion, I show corresponding results for the nonprime-only sample of defaulting borrowers. Full model results for both samples can be found in the online appendix.



4.2



Types of maintenance problems



Complaints escalate through the foreclosure process for most types of maintenance problems studied (Table 5). “Poor condition” complaints, which are the most common form of complaint in my dataset, reference topics like water leaking into an apartment, broken windows, or a combination of several types of problems. REO properties are particularly prone to these types of complaints, receiving them, on average, at 3.8 times the rate of properties owned by borrowers who are not in foreclosure (but are observed to be in foreclosure at some point later in the dataset). Complaints about“utilities” issues (such as a broken heater) and failure to clear snow from sidewalks after storms follow a similar pattern, though the REO odds ratios are more muted, estimated at about 3.1, and 2.4, respectively. We might expect these property problems to be more directly tied to foreclosure status than other types of issues, such as rodents, bed bugs, and mold. Those types of cases, referred to as “pests and health,” show a smaller, but still positive and significant, increase as properties become REO. Interestingly, complaints about improper storage of trash do not appear related to mortgage distress, though evidence on trash-related code violations, presented below, suggests there may be a statistically significant relationship.15



4.3



Code violations as an alternative outcome measure



The complaints data represent voluntary constituent reports about property conditions, so it is likely that some severe problems are overlooked, and it is also possible that some complaints 14



Boston requires that REO properties be registered with the Inspectional Services Department. The REO registration ordinance requires that lenders display contact information at REO properties for locally based representatives responsible for property upkeep. 15 Results for these less-frequent types of complaints—trash, pets and health, and snow—are not always as strong when we turn to the nonprime-only sample (see online appendix), though when combined with evidence from the code violations, it appears most types of property issues studied follow a similar pattern, with problems increasing as properties move through the foreclosure process.
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do not represent actual problems. The bottom three rows of Table 5 attempt to address this issue by examining code violations tickets issued by the City’s Code Enforcement Police. The three types of violations shown (failure to clear snow, overgrown weeds, and improper storage of trash) all appear to become more common as a property moves through the foreclosure process.16 The complaints data do not identify an effect of foreclosures on trash and debris, but the violations data indicate a relationship, with bank owners 1.4 times as likely as current borrowers to be issued a ticket. In some cases, violations are identified by the City because a constituent complaint was made about property conditions. However, it appears that most violations are identified through other means. For more than 71 percent of violations, the property had not received a complaint of any kind in the month the violation was recorded or in the two prior months.



4.4



Tenure status and exterior vs. interior property issues



Complaints can come not only from neighbors but also from tenants. Unfortunately, the complaints data do not include information on the identity of the person making each request, so I am unable to distinguish between neighbors, tenants, or others filing the complaints. We might expect that if a property is occupied by tenants, all else equal, it may be more likely that the City receives a report about it. Tenants of foreclosed properties may not know whom to contact about property problems, and therefore may use the City as a contact of last resort.17 If complaints were primarily driven by tenants, we would expect that complaints about interior conditions would be more responsive to foreclosure status than complaints about exterior conditions. As shown in Table 5, “interior” complaints (as specified in Table 2) show similar patterns to exterior complaints, though the REO odds ratio is larger for interior complaints (3.2 as opposed to 2.0). However, for the nonprime-only sample (see Table A-3 of the online appendix), the REO odds ratio for exterior complaints is larger than interior. If tenants were primarily responsible for complaints, we would also expect that properties with tenants present would experience a greater run-up in complaints than would properties without tenants. Although occupancy information for each unit in a property is not available, I use the occupancy status of the owner (from data on residential tax exemptions for 16



For comparison, constituent complaints about overgrown weeds would be grouped into the “poor conditions” complaints category. This type of violation has the weakest relationship between violation frequency and a property moving from in foreclosure to REO. We cannot reject the null hypothesis that the effects for seriously delinquent borrowers and bank owners are identical. 17 Tenants may still occupy properties during the REO period. Since August 2010, Massachusetts has protected tenants from eviction until the lender sells the property out of REO, so long as the tenant pays the rent and has a valid lease.
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homeowners) and the type of property (1–3 family) to determine if a property is likely to have renters. I find that renter-only properties, small multifamily properties with renters and owners sharing a building, and owner-only properties all experience increases in complaints as a property moves through the foreclosure process. Owner-occupied single- and multifamily properties are nearly 4- and 5-times as likely, respectively, to experience a complaint while REO than when the borrowers were current. The large odds ratios for owner-occupied properties are driven partly by the fact that these properties generate complaints at lower rates than renter-only properties when not in mortgage distress, as shown in the upper panel of Figure 4. In other words, a comparable percentage-point increase in the complaint rate as a property moves through foreclosure mathematically increases the odds ratio by more for the owner-occupied properties.



4.5



Vacancy



The role of vacancy is important, though due to data limitations, it is is not possible to control for it in these models. One argument may be that REO status is simply a proxy for vacancy, and that vacant properties are more likely to generate complaints, either because they are more prone to disrepair or because neighbors are simply more willing to complain about properties when the owners are not present—particularly when the owners are institutions. If this were true, banks may not actually take worse care of their properties than any other absentee owners whose properties are vacant. We would expect REO status to be correlated with vacancy, but not perfectly. Some properties are already vacant when the foreclosure auction occurs, while in other cases, former owners and tenants remain into the REO period, with owners evicted after cases go to housing court and tenants vacating after being offered cash for keys or other arrangements (Herbert et al. 2013; La Jeunesse 2013; Government Accountability Office 2011; McMorrow 2014). Because I lack data on vacancy status, it is not possible to confirm this for my sample or to directly control for vacancy in the models. However, the presence of interior-related complaints about properties that are REO shows that at least some of these properties are still occupied. Further, the effect of vacancy on complaints is ambiguous, at least for rental properties. While vacant properties are more susceptible to being inhabited by squatters or having small problems overlooked, generating complaint-worthy issues, rental properties that become vacant will no longer have tenants calling the City to report problems. So complaints could conceivably increase or decrease once a rental property goes vacant. As shown in the top panel of Figure 4, complaints increase when properties become REO, regardless of whether
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the properties are occupant- or investor-owned. This is also supported by the model results displayed in Table 5. Neighbors calling in complaints do not necessarily know when the foreclosures occur, and they may not realize for some time that the neighboring properties are bank owned. This was a key finding of a Boston study in which neighbors of foreclosed properties were interviewed about their experiences (Graves 2012). In Boston, foreclosure auction notices are not posted on properties, for example. For some neighbors, the first indication that a property went through foreclosure is seeing the for-sale sign posted once the REO property is on the market. We might then expect that complaints would become more frequent when the property’s REO status became more obvious. Interestingly, regardless of whether properties are occupied by owners, renters, or both (in the case of multifamily properties), complaints actually decline somewhat once properties are listed for sale (see Figure 4 and Table 4). The findings that complaints increase throughout the foreclosure process holds true in both moderate- and high-foreclosure neighborhoods. Unfortunately, because so many defaulting borrowers are located in neighborhoods with many foreclosures, it is harder to evaluate the borrowers in low-foreclosure neighborhoods, those with no more than a few foreclosures. Table 5 shows that the escalation of complaints through the foreclosure process is most striking in neighborhoods with 10 or more foreclosures.18 However, the relationship with the level of neighborhood mortgage distress does not appear monotonic, and in the nonprime-only sample, REO effects were strong even in the neighborhoods with the fewest foreclosures.



5



Robustness to alternative specifications and samples



The relationship between mortgage distress and property maintenance complaints persists for different samples and most of the various definitions of property neglect (i.e., types of complaints and violations), and the results are also fairly robust to different neighborhood and time controls, to controlling for the identity of the mortgage servicer, and to broadening the sample to include mortgage borrowers who do not default.



5.1



Comparing random-effects and fixed-effects specifications



An alternative to the random-effects model used here is a model with a separate fixed effect for each property. The two models give statistically equivalent parameter estimates if basic modeling assumptions (described below) hold. However, by estimating separate parameters 18



A similar pattern emerges when ZIP codes are used instead of tracts.
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for each property in the fixed-effects version, we sacrifice many degrees of freedom, leading to a reduction in statistical power and greater likelihood of committing a type II error—failing to find a correlation between mortgage status and complaints when such a relationship really does exist. More importantly, the fixed-effects model can be estimated for only those properties that have variation in the dependent variable. (A property that either had a complaint each month or had no complaints could not be included in the model, since the fixed effect for that property would perfectly predict its outcome.) Finally, by including property-level fixed effects, it would be impossible to include in the model any static, property-level characteristics (such as time-invariant neighborhood indicators or property type), as those would be collinear with the fixed effects. It is appropriate to use the random-effects model so long as a key assumption is met—that unobserved differences among the properties are uncorrelated with other predictors included in the model (Murnane and Willett 2011; Wooldridge 2009). If this assumption does not hold, the property-level error term, ui , would be correlated with the predictors in the model, which would result in inconsistent estimates from the random-effects model. In contrast, the fixed-effects model does not present this issue, since the property-level variation does not enter the error term—it is captured in the fixed effects themselves. To compare the random- and fixed-effect approaches, I must restrict my observations to those 807 properties in the prime and nonprime sample (705 properties in the nonprimeonly sample) that are the subject of at least one complaint, but not a complaint in every month. After doing so, I estimate the model first using property-specific random effects, then property-specific fixed effects. As shown in Models 2–3 and 7–8 of Table 6, the odds ratios are smaller in the fixed effects versions. The most notable difference is that, for the main sample of prime and nonprime mortgages, the REO odds ratio is about 2.6 in the random effects version, and only 1.6 in the fixed effects version. For the nonprime-only sample, the difference is 2.2 as compared with 1.8. Models 4 and 9 use quarter instead of year controls, which has only a modest further impact on the results. While smaller, the fixed effects estimates still indicate a measurable increase in complaints as properties move through the foreclosure process, as indicated by the significance of the odds ratios themselves and the differences in the REO and in-foreclosure effects. I also present a version that, in lieu of property-level effects, incorporates a selection of property characteristics from assessor’s data: property type (single-family or small multifamily); numbers of bedrooms, full baths, and half baths; total number of rooms, size of living area, lot size, and age of the property (see Models 5 and 10).19 Including also quarter-byZIP code controls, the estimates from this model closely resemble the random-effects model 19



I thank an anonymous referee for this suggestion.
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estimates.



5.2



Confronting serial correlation



Although the random-effects model helps account for the time-invariant propensity of a property to receive a complaint in a particular month, autocorrelation may still threaten the validity of the results. Serial correlation within the error term will occur if, say, receiving a complaint in one month makes it more likely that a property will receive a complaint in the next month. Over 85 percent of the properties studied either never received a complaint or received a complaint in just one month. For the remaining properties, serial correlation may be a particular concern, resulting in invalid standard errors. To examine this issue, I estimate linear probability versions of the main model, allowing me to cluster the standard errors at the property or ZIP code level and ensuring that the standard errors are estimated consistently in the presence of serial correlation (Drukker 2003). The results are shown in Table A-7 of the online appendix. The coefficients for borrowers in foreclosure and bank owners are strongly significant, and the directions and magnitudes of the results, discussed in Table A-8, are very similar in size to the results from the main model (the random-effects logit model).



5.3



Robustness to servicer controls and including borrowers who do not default



Finally, I utilize the nonprime-only sample in order to include servicer controls and to assess mortgage payment status at a finer level. Models 11 and 12 of Table 6 restrict the nonprimeonly sample to borrowers whose mortgages are serviced by large companies—defined as servicing at least 100 loans in the dataset. Model 12 adds dummy variables for the identity of the mortgage servicer, demonstrating that the results are robust to including these controls.20 The REO results are somewhat larger than in most specifications, which appears to be driven by the subsample of mortgages that had a large servicer. Finally, the results are fairly similar when the sample is made less or more restrictive. Model 13 displays the results if the main model were to include all the borrowers in the CoreLogic matched sample, not just those who default. The odds ratios are somewhat 20



Servicer information was captured at the time the security was issued; it is not time-varying. However, after manually inspecting the foreclosure deeds and deeds immediately following the foreclosure–when the lenders sell the properties to third-party buyers–I found that in over 90 percent of cases, the mortgage servicer did not change from issuance to REO liquidation. In some cases the servicer itself was acquired by another entity, which was common during this time and complicates interpretations of servicer-level effects. None of the servicer-level fixed effects in these models, however, were statistically significant.
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larger than in the main model, though the results are fairly similar. As shown in Model 14, the results are also similar when the sample is restricted to just those properties that experienced a foreclosure start. Unfortunately, too few properties in the nonprime-only sample ultimately become REO to further restrict the sample to just that group, as Models 5 and 6 in Table 4 do using the broader prime and nonprime sample.



6



Short sales



Given that property conditions appear to suffer most when properties are REO, a natural question is whether properties sold through short sales suffer less disinvestment than properties sold through foreclosure. One way to address this question is by determining whether owners take better care of their properties while actively trying to sell them short. Owners who are attempting short sales may have an incentive to better maintain properties so that they will fetch a higher asking price, which would make it more likely that the lender would approve the short sale and the borrower could avoid foreclosure. Depending on the borrower’s situation, a short sale could result in less damage to his credit, and in some cases borrowers receive cash incentives upon completion of a short sale. An initial step in the short sale process is to list the property for sale. I use active short sale listings as a proxy for the owner’s interest in selling short in a particular month. Table 7 examines observations for borrowers in default, excluding months properties were REO, where applicable. Models 2 and 5 demonstrate that there is no difference in the likelihood of a complaint if the borrower has listed the property as a short sale. Model 3 uses an enhanced version of the short sale dummy that incorporates information from CoreLogic on the borrower’s total mortgage indebtedness.21 Further specifications (not displayed) that include interactions of the short sale and mortgage status dummies also provide no evidence that would-be short sale sellers engage in more maintenance. Borrowers attempting short sales may simply lack the financial resources necessary to maintain properties. Further, the lack of transparency in the short sale process and the limited incentives to complete a short sale may give the borrower little motive to take better care of his property than if he were resigned to foreclosure. Does this mean that short sales and foreclosures are equally harmful to neighborhoods? 21



The MLS data include a short sale flag, but it is often not populated, especially in 2009. Moreover, owners attempting short sales may have an incentive to deliberately misrepresent their listings as arm’slength sales, if they are concerned that prospective buyers will be repelled by the short sale label before giving their property a chance. In the enhanced version of the dummy, if the listing price falls short of the borrower’s mortgage debt by at least $20,000, I flag the listing as a short sale attempt, even if it is not officially flagged as a short sale in the MLS.
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Probably not. Among borrowers who default, the delinquency period for owners—from the time of the last payment to the time the borrower loses ownership of the property—is somewhat longer for completed foreclosures than short sales, with median durations of 25 and 19 months, respectively. Furthermore, foreclosed properties are held by lenders for a median of six months before resale, meaning that in the typical foreclosure, properties spend about a year longer in “ownership limbo” than is the case in the typical short sale.22 Add to this the fact that properties appear to suffer the worst upkeep when they are bank owned, and it is reasonable to expect foreclosures to be associated with substantially worse property maintenance outcomes than short sales.



7



Conclusion



This paper is the first to use constituent complaints to local government as an indicator of property distress. Having a longitudinal measure of housing maintenance, though indirect, is useful for understanding why foreclosures sell at a discount and why neighborhood foreclosure externalities may exist. Some studies of foreclosure externalities have cast doubt on the argument that foreclosure-related undermaintenance depresses neighboring home values. For a variety of reasons, changes in a property’s maintenance may not be fully capitalized into neighboring house values, as estimated by hedonic and repeat-sales models. The results shown here indicate that complaints about property maintenance increase as a property moves through the foreclosure process, beginning when a borrower becomes seriously delinquent, but particularly after a borrower is formally in foreclosure and when the property becomes bank-owned. I show that properties are 1.3 to 1.7 times as likely to be the subject of a constituent complaint once the owners are in foreclosure, which is consistent with Gerardi et al. (2015), who find measurable price spillovers when borrowers are in the foreclosure process. Further, Ellen, Lacoe, and Sharygin (2013) provide compelling evidence that properties in mortgage distress are correlated with increased crime rates in neighborhoods, particularly when properties are in foreclosure (approaching the time of the foreclosure auction) and are bank owned. Bank-ownership is associated with higher rates of complaints than any other period in the foreclosure process. During this time, properties are 3–4 times as likely to be the subject of a complaint as when they were owned by borrowers current on their mortgage payments. 22



The median of six months includes properties that are sold at foreclosure auction to a third-party buyer and never become REO, about 30 percent of the foreclosures in the sample. The median REO period for only those foreclosures that become REO is ten months.
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I argue that lenders are ill-equipped to monitor foreclosed properties, and as a result, minor maintenance problems can quickly become severe issues that affect neighbors and any tenants still living in the REO properties. Once properties are listed for sale and have a real estate agent serving as their steward, they are less likely to be the subject of complaints. This finding holds for properties that had been owner- and tenant-occupied. Gerardi et al. (2015) have offered perhaps the most conclusive evidence to date that foreclosures generate negative effects on neighboring homes’ sale prices through a physical externality. Specifically, they find that foreclosed properties in below average condition depress neighboring sale prices by 2.6 percent each. Given that that the median sale price for a single-family home in Boston in 2010 was $350,000, their estimates imply that having one below average condition foreclosure nearby would amount to a discount of about $9,000. Of the properties that became REO in this paper’s prime and nonprime Boston dataset, 38 percent experienced a complaint between the time the lender initiated foreclosure proceedings and when the property was sold by the lender. About 10 percent of these properties experienced three or more complaints during this time, and some generated as many as 16 complaints. Given that some of these issues, such as sewage backups into a lawn, can have dramatic effects on adjacent properties, an average discount of $9,000 for each poor-condition REO nearby seems plausible. However, what is surprising is that Gerardi et al. (2015) find that the negative externality from a below average condition REO is just as strong when the REO is located 0.1 to 0.25 mile away as it is when it is located nearer. Most of the complaints studied in this paper involve issues that are unlikely to affect neighbors more than a block or two away, especially not to the tune of a $9,000 discount. While it is possible that the complaints data are failing to capture issues that affect larger neighborhoods, note that Fisher, Lambie-Hanson, and Willen (2014), studying condominiums in Boston, find that foreclosure spillovers are highly localized. This is at odds with Gerardi et al.’s finding of farther reaching spillover effects of poor maintenance. Gerardi et al. (2015) also find less significant impacts of spillover effects from REO properties in Boston relative to other metro areas, which may indicate that lenders kept REO properties in better condition in Boston than in other cities.23 However, given the number of concerns renters and neighboring residents report about bank-owned properties, perhaps more could still be done to hold lenders accountable for property maintenance, such as by strengthening enforcement of vacant property registration ordinances and providing the public with easier access to property caretakers’ contact information. General code 23



See Table A.2 of Gerardi et al.’s online appendix, which shows that the effect of properties in the REO inventory (not controlling for their condition) was -0.8 percent each and not significant, though the effects of long-time delinquent mortgages and REOs sold in previous years were larger and statistically significant.
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enforcement could play an important role earlier in the foreclosure process, since properties generate higher-than-normal numbers of complaints even before the foreclosure auctions take place. Overtime, policymakers across the country have designed well-intentioned policies that lengthened foreclosure timelines. As discussed by Gerardi, Lambie-Hanson, and Willen (2013), judicial foreclosure proceedings and state-specific right-to-cure periods lengthen the average foreclosure timeline but do not improve the probability that borrowers self-cure their mortgage defaults or receive mortgage modifications. Policies that lengthen the foreclosure process extend the time properties are in ownership limbo, which could result in more problems from deferred maintenance. Cordell et al. (2015) offer evidence that longer foreclosure timelines and post-foreclosure redemption periods do result in greater costs to mortgage holders, stemming in part from excess depreciation of the properties. Finally, short sales, which have become the most common form of “aid” lenders grant distressed borrowers (Berry 2012), have been shown by Daneshvary, Clauretie, and Kader (2011) to be less detrimental than foreclosures to neighboring properties’ sale prices. This paper offers one explanation why. While sellers pursuing short sales do not appear to experience lower rates of complaints each month, properties ultimately sold through short sale spend less time in “ownership limbo,” owned by a bank or a borrower who is not making mortgage payments, conditions shown here to be tied to more property complaints.
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Figure 1. Locations of properties in the two datasets.
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Source: Author’s analysis of Warren Group and CoreLogic data. Note: The nonprime-only sample (left panel) includes mortgages/properties ultimately in default (90+ days delinquent), with n = 2,395. The prime and nonprime sample (right panel) includes mortgages/properties observed to be in foreclosure at some point since June 2009, n = 2,795. Approximately 700 properties are found in both samples.



Figure 2. Rates of constituent complaints and code violations over time, divided by properties that ultimately do or do not experience foreclosure.
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Sources: The Warren Group and the City of Boston Constituent Response Management System and Inspectional Services Department. Cases tabulated by author. Note: Observations are calculated using a three-month, forward-looking moving average.
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Figure 3. Monthly incidence of constituent complaints and code violations by mortgage/owner status, June 2009–December 2012. 5%
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Sources: CoreLogic, the MLS Property Information Network, the Warren Group, and City of Boston Constituent Response Management System and Inspectional Services Department. Note: Monthly observations are restricted to the end of 2012 in order to incorporate listing status.
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Figure 4. Monthly incidence of complaints by tenure and foreclosure status. Monthly Incidence of Complaints by Contemporaneous Status and Ultimate Status Never in Foreclosure
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Source: Author’s calculations, based on Warren Group, MLS Property Information Network, and City of Boston Constituent Response Management System and Assessing Department data. Note: The top panel shows the monthly rates of complaints for properties, grouped by their contemporaneous and ultimate foreclosure status. For example, the left-most bars show the monthly rates of complaints for properties that do not enter foreclosure by the end of the sample period (Sept. 2013). The middle set of bars show monthly complaints before foreclosure commences and during the foreclosure for properties with a foreclosure start but no completed foreclosure during the study period. The right-most bars show complaint rates for properties that are observed to become REO by Sept. 2013, divided into four groups: before foreclosure, during foreclosure, REO but not listed for sale, and REO listed for sale. Monthly complaint rates are calculated using data through the end of 2012 in order to incorporate listing status. The lower panel shows the monthly probability of complaints leading up to and following the foreclosure auction, restricting the sample to properties that become REO.



Table 1. Summary of datasets used.



Public records data on mortgage and sale transactions Sources: Warren Group and Suffolk Registry of Deeds Mortgage date, origination amount, lender, interest rate (for adjustable-rate mortgages), foreclosure deeds and petitions, buyer purchase and sale dates and prices, auction date and name of buyer (if applicable), property location (address and parcel number) Tax assessor’s data Sources: City of Boston and Warren Group Property type (single-family, two-family, three-family), use of residential property tax exemption (signaling owner-occupancy), property location (address and parcel number) Loan-level data on mortgage characteristics and monthly performance Source: CoreLogic Mortgage date, monthly balance and payment status, origination amount, mortgage purpose (purchase vs. refinance), lender, servicer, interest rate, borrower’s FICO score at origination, lender’s loss amount (if applicable) Constituent complaints and requests for public services Source: City of Boston Date of case, location of problem/request (address and parcel number), detailed description of case, type of issue (standard categories in Table 2), department to which case is referred Code violations Source: City of Boston Date of case, location of violation (address and parcel number), description of violation Real estate sale listings Source: MLS Property Information Network Date of listing, current status type and date (e.g., sold, canceled, etc.), listing price (original and current), short sale flag, REO flag, location (address), book and page of recent sale deed
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Table 2. Types and frequency of complaints about properties in the two samples.



Complaint Category General



Nonprime-Only Sample Complaint Properties with Events 1+ Complaint 990 494



Prime and Nonprime Sample Complaint Properties with Events 1+ Complaint 1,185 575



Includes: ★ Abandoned building; Code enforcement general request; Egress; Poor, unsafe, or dangerous conditions of property; ★ Protection of adjoining property; ✩ Rental unit delivery conditions; Residential maintenance complaint; Unsatisfactory or squalid living conditions Pests and health 285 201 294 210 Includes: ✩ Bed bugs; Boston public health commission requests; ✩ Carbon monoxide; ✩ Chronic dampness or mold; ✩ Lead; Mice infestation; ★ Mosquitoes; Pest infestation; ★ Pigeon infestation; Rat bite; Rodent activity Trash 173 133 153 125 Includes: ★ Construction debris; ★ Improper storage of trash; ★ Overflowing or unkept dumpster Snow 68 60 72



69



Includes: ★ Failure to remove snow from sidewalk Utilities and HVAC 261



197



170



317



Includes: ✩ Electrical malfunction; ✩ Excessive or insufficient heat; ✩ No or unsatisfactory utilities (electricity, gas, water, or plumbing); ✩ Poor ventilation; ✩ Sewage back-up Source: Author’s calculations of City of Boston Constituent Response Management data for June 2009–September 2013. Complaints marked with ★ appeared to relate strictly to exterior conditions, while ✩ complaints referenced interior conditions only. All other complaint types had both interior and exterior applications.
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Table 3. Summary statistics for matched sample used in complaints analysis



Nonprime-Only Sample Experienced Default # % Property type Single-Family 860 36.0 2-Family 801 33.5 3-Family 731 30.6 Tenure Owner-occupied 1,426 59.6 Not owner-occupied 960 40.1 Unknown 6 0.3 Purchase year Before 1999 831 34.7 1999–2003 546 22.8 After 2003 1,015 42.4 Mortgage origination year 2003–2005 1,044 43.6 2006–2007 1,348 56.4 FICO score at mortgage origination < 620 751 31.4 620–679 929 38.8 680–720 440 18.4 > 720 266 11.1 Unknown 6 0.3 1–3 family and condo foreclosures in tract June 2009-Sept. 2013 < 10 452 18.9 10-39 1,028 43.0 40+ 912 38.1 Worst mortgage status observed by Sept. 2013 90+ days delinquent, pre-foreclosure 979 40.9 90+ days delinquent, in foreclosure 1,155 48.3 Foreclosure completed 258 10.8 Attempted a short sale 295 12.3 1+ complaint 705 29.5 1+ code violation 712 29.8 Total properties 2,392



Prime and Nonprime Sample Experienced Foreclosure Start # % 1,072 906 817



38.4 32.4 29.2



1,470 1,323 2



52.6 47.3 0.1



756 708 1,331



27.0 25.3 47.6



n.a. n.a.



n.a. n.a.



n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.



n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.



400 1,943 452



14.3 69.5 16.2



0 2,046 749 348 807 849 2,795



0.0 73.2 26.8 12.5 28.9 30.4



Source: Author’s calculations of data from the City of Boston, the Warren Group, CoreLogic,and the MLS Property Information Network. Notes: The nonprime-only sample includes just those borrowers in the matched dataset who are observed to default (i.e., become 90 or more days delinquent) between June 2009 and September 2013. The “full population” sample includes all borrowers of prime and nonprime mortgages, owning 1–3 family properties in the City of Boston as of June 2009 and experiencing a foreclosure start in the study window. FICO scores and mortgage origination years are not available for this group. Short sale listings use raw listing flags from MLS data and apply to the period June 2009–December 2012. In the regression models, an enhanced version of the flag (comparing borrower indebtedness to listing price) is also used for the nonprime-only sample. Using the enhanced flag, 17.5% of these borrowers are observed to attempt a short sale.
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Table 4. Examining the impact of delinquency and foreclosure on the incidence of constituent complaints.



Worst observed status of properties in sample Seriously delinquent, pre-foreclosure Seriously delinquent, pre-foreclosure: 1–12 mos. Seriously delinquent, pre-foreclosure: 13+ mos. Seriously delinquent, in foreclosure Seriously delinquent, in foreclosure: 1–12 mos. Seriously delinquent, in foreclosure: 13+ mos. REO



(1) (2) Nonprime-Only Sample default 1.224∗ (2.46) 1.228∗ (2.28) 1.209 (1.49) 1.696∗∗∗ (6.47) 1.477∗∗∗ (3.55) 1.863∗∗∗ (6.55) 3.256∗∗∗ 3.240∗∗∗ (6.75) (6.75)



(3)



(4) (5) (6) Prime and Nonprime Sample in foreclosure REO



1.278∗∗ (2.85)



2.823∗∗∗ (8.18)
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REO not listed



X X



X X



X X



X X



106,108 254.75 250.78 -7,052.25 -7,054.20



1.460∗ (1.96)



1.440∼ (1.89)



2.427∗∗∗ (4.15)



X



3.147∗∗∗ (8.70) 1.890∗∗ (3.23) X



X



2.621∗∗∗ (4.47) 1.641∼ (1.88) X



X X X



X X X



X X X



X X X



REO listed Year Quarters elapsed since default Quarters elapsed since foreclosure start Property-specific random effects Property type Observations (mortgage/property months) Chi-square Log likelihood P-values for tests comparing coefficients Seriously delinquent, pre-foreclosure: 1–12 mos. = 13+ mos. Seriously delinquent, in foreclosure: 1–12 mos. = 13+ mos. Seriously delinquent, pre-foreclosure = in foreclosure Seriously delinquent, in foreclosure = REO Seriously delinquent, in foreclosure = REO listed Seriously delinquent, in foreclosure = REO not listed REO not listed = REO listed



1.272∗∗ (2.79)



88,128 15,657 288.87 297.25 106.23 113.34 -6,849.31 -6,845.28 -1,937.90 -1,934.31



0.9075 0.0546 0.0003 0.0001



0.0003






0.5267 


Sources: Author’s calculations, based on data from the City of Boston Constituent Response Management system, the Warren Group, the MLS Property Information Network, and CoreLogic. ∗∗∗ , ∗∗ , ∗ , and ∼ represent statistical significance at 0.1, 1, 5, and 10 percent levels, respectively. Odds ratios are displayed, along with z-statistics in parentheses. Models 1–2 include data for the nonprime-only sample for June 2009–September 2013 and restrict the sample to borrowers who become 90 days or more delinquent. Models 3-6 include data for the prime and nonprime sample for June 2009–December 2012, the period for which MLS data were available. Models 3–4 include only properties that formally entered foreclosure. Models 5–6 include the subset that became REO.



Table 5. Distinguishing between different types of constituent complaints and properties. In Foreclosure Odds Ratio



REO P-value Odds Ratio In Foreclosure = REO



Monthly Incidence of Complaints



Complaints



(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)



Types Main Model: All Types Poor Conditions Utilities Trash Pests and Health Snow Interior Exterior



1.28∗∗ 1.64∗∗∗ 1.25 0.94 1.11 1.31



2.82∗∗∗ 3.78∗∗∗ 3.11∗∗∗ 1.51 1.98∗∗ 2.44∗∗






1.7% 1.1% 0.3% 0.2% 0.3% 0.2%



1.29∼ 1.19



3.24∗∗∗ 1.96∗∗






0.4% 0.3%



(9) (10) (11)



Property Occupancy Tenants Only Owner and Tenants Owner Only



1.22∗ 1.40∗ 1.89∗



1.97∗∗∗ 4.81∗∗∗ 3.79∗∗∗



0.0001 


2.6% 1.6% 0.6%



(12) (13) (14)



Neighborhood Foreclosures < 10 10 to 39 40+



1.80∗ 1.29∗∗ 1.31



1.73 2.91∗∗∗ 2.21∗∗



0.9195 


1.4% 1.9% 1.8%



1.49∼ 1.55∗∗ 1.08



4.14∗∗∗ 1.93∗∗ 1.44∗∗






0.6% 1.0% 2.0%



Violations



(15) (16) (17)



Types Snow Weeds Trash



Sources: Author’s calculations, based on data from the City of Boston and the Warren Group. ∗∗∗ , ∗∗ ∗ , , and ∼ represent statistical significance at 0.1, 1, 5, and 10 percent levels, respectively. The omitted status category is borrowers who have not yet experienced a foreclosure start but are later observed to. Snow complaints/violations models are estimated using only winter months (December– March), while weed violations use spring, summer, and fall months. Property occupancy describes whether owners, tenants, or both lived at the property as of January 2009 (based on use of property tax exemption for homeowners). “Neighborhood foreclosures” includes the count of 1-3 family or condo foreclosures in the same census tract during the study period. All models include data for June 2009–September 2013, except Model 1, which uses data through December 2012, as discussed in the Table 4 notes. Full model results are available in the online appendix.
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Table 6. Robustness using alternative specifications, samples, and controls. In Foreclosure Odds Ratio



REO P-value Odds Ratio In Foreclosure = REO
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(1)



Complaints: Prime and Nonprime Sample Main model (property-level random effects and year controls), full sample



1.28∗∗



2.82∗∗∗






(2) (3) (4) (5)



Alternative Specifications Restricting Sample to Properties with 1+ Complaint Main model Property-level fixed effects and year controls Property-level fixed effects and quarter controls Property characteristics and quarter controls



1.71∗∗∗ 1.16 1.14 1.79∗∗∗



2.56∗∗∗ 1.56∗∗ 1.50∗ 2.66∗∗∗






(6)



Complaints: Nonprime-Only Sample Main model (property-level random effects and year controls), full sample



1.70∗∗∗



3.24∗∗∗



0.0001



Alternative Specifications Restricting Sample to Properties with 1+ Complaint (7) Main model (8) Property-level fixed effects and year controls (9) Property-level fixed effects and quarter controls (10) Property characteristics and quarter controls



1.44∗∗∗ 1.28∗ 1.30∗ 1.47∗∗∗



2.20∗∗∗ 1.80∗∗ 1.82∗∗ 2.42∗∗∗



0.0026 0.0821 0.0914 0.0001



Alternative Samples and Controls (11) Main model, restricting sample to loans with large servicers (12) Main model, restricting sample as in (6) and adding servicer dummies



1.71∗∗∗ 1.74∗∗∗



4.87∗∗∗ 5.06∗∗∗






(13) Main model, broadening sample to include borrowers who have not defaulted (14) Main model, restricting sample to borrowers experiencing foreclosure start



1.89∗∗∗ 1.58∗∗∗



3.78∗∗∗ 2.97∗∗∗






Sources: Author’s calculations, based on data from the City of Boston, CoreLogic, and the Warren Group. ∗∗∗ , ∗∗ , ∗ , and ∼ represent statistical significance at 0.1, 1, 5, and 10 percent levels, respectively. The omitted status category in the prime and non-prime sample is borrowers who have not yet experienced a foreclosure start but are later observed to. The omitted status category in the nonprime-only sample is borrowers who are less than 90 days delinquent but ultimately default (except model 11, when non-defaulting borrowers are included). All models include data for June 2009–September 2013, except Model 1, which uses data through December 2012, as discussed in the Table 4 notes. Full model results are available in the online appendix.



Table 7. Examining complaint rates for owners pursuing short sales.



(1) (2) (3) Nonprime-Only Sample Seriously delinquent, pre-foreclosure Seriously delinquent, in foreclosure Short sale listed Short sale listed, enhanced



1.231∗ (2.27) 1.642∗∗∗ (5.28)



1.221∗ (2.17) 1.610∗∗∗ (5.00) 1.248 (1.28)



1.222∗ (2.18) 1.612∗∗∗ (5.01)



1.221 (1.19) X



(4) (5) Prime and Nonprime Sample



1.226∗ (2.26)
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Year X X X X Quarters elapsed since foreclosure start Quarters elapsed since default X X X Property-specific random effects X X X X X Property type X X X Observations (mortgage months) 87,857 87,857 87,857 81,397 165.80 Chi-square 186.70 189.22 188.96 Log likelihood -5,513.01 -5,512.20 -5,512.31 -5,711.34



1.218∗ (2.19) 1.174 (1.05)



X X X X 81,397 167.72 -5,710.80



Sources: Author’s calculations, based on data from the City of Boston, the Warren Group, CoreLogic, and the MLS Property Information Network. ∗∗∗ , ∗∗ , ∗ , and ∼ represent statistical significance at 0.1, 1, 5, and 10 percent levels, respectively. Odds ratios are displayed, along with z-statistics in parentheses. For the prime and nonprime sample, the omitted status category is borrowers who have not yet experienced foreclosure but are later observed to. For the nonprime-only sample, the omitted status category is borrowers who are current to 60-days delinquent but will ultimately default. All models include data for June 2009–December 2012, the period for which MLS data were available.
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Data Matching Procedures



In this section I describe the procedures I used to match the public records transactions datasets with data from CoreLogic, the City of Boston, and the MLS Property Information Network. CoreLogic mortgage-level data I begin with first-lien subprime and Alt-A loans in the CoreLogic dataset, all of which were originated between 2003 and 2007 and were active as of June 2009. As described below, I successfully match 85.2 percent of these mortgages to unique owners in the Warren Group public records data.24 The merging process is fairly conservative, so as to avoid false positive matches. The matched and unmatched samples of CoreLogic loans are generally similar, particularly on the share of single-family vs. multifamily; purchase vs. refinance; the share with negative amortization, interest-only, prepayment penalty, and balloon payment features; and the share of borrowers who provided limited or no income documentation at origination. The final, matched dataset includes 3,889 mortgages (properties), 2,392 of which are observed to experience default during the study period and form the main sample used in the nonprime-only analysis. The initial stage of the match produces a Cartesian product between loans in the CoreLogic and public records data, conditional on exact matches between the ZIP code of the property securing the mortgage and the mortgage origination amount (rounded to the nearest $1,000). Further, the date the mortgage was originated (as recorded in CoreLogic) must be no more than 40 days before (and no more than five days after) the mortgage was recorded in the local registry of deeds. The result is a series of possible matches between the loans in the two datasets. To identify the proper one-to-one match, I introduce a series of restrictions to remove likely false positive matches. However, these restrictions are based on other fields in the data that are not as reliable as the ZIP code, origination date, and origination amount fields. The first stage, for example, removes any matches in which the property type (singlefamily or small multifamily) does not match, unless the loan amount and first four digits of the lender name match or the loan amount and date perfectly match. The remaining steps follow this general process, using information on the origination date, origination amount, property type, purchase vs. refinance status, mortgage interest rate and margin rate, lender’s 24



Information identifying individual consumers, properties, or banks was stripped from the datasets prior to matching loan-level data.
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name, purchase price of the property, and whether the mortgage was terminated through foreclosure. Any CoreLogic loans that cannot be uniquely matched to a single mortgage in the public records data are treated as unmatched.



Constituent Response Management System I begin with a dataset of 87,000 complaints and service requests filed in June 2009–September 2013 and overseen by the Inspectional Services Department. I next restrict the data to the categories described in Table 2, excluding complaints relating to commercial property types. This leaves me with approximately 75,000 complaints. Of these, I use the parcel number of the complaint (which I look up manually using the address, when necessary) to match the complaints to the universe of properties in Boston, achieving a match rate of over 94 percent. There appear to be no substantive differences in the types or timing of the matched and unmatched samples of complaints. To avoid considering multiple reports of the same incident, I exclude duplicate records and complaints that occur within two weeks of a previous report of a similar nature on the same property. Code violations I use a dataset of over 67,000 Inspectional Services code violation tickets for 1–3 family properties with a “status date” of June 2009–September 2013. These violations include the snow, trash, and weeds issues described in the body of the paper. Over 99.5 percent of these records could be matched to the public records data using assessor’s parcel numbers. As discussed in the paper, the status date can refer to the initial opening of the case or a subsequent update, such as in the case of a reinspection. Unfortunately, more precise dates were not available, so I use this “later bound” on the date of the initial violation. For this reason more than any other, we should exercise caution when drawing conclusions from the violations data. Multiple listing service data I restrict the multiple listing service data to listings of properties that were built at least one year earlier, which improves the efficiency of the match but does not impact the sample, since all the borrowers I analyze have owned their properties for more than one year. There are approximately 20,000 listings of single-family and small multifamily properties from 2007 through 2012 in Boston, and I am able to match 98.5 percent to properties in the public records data. The MLS data include a vast array of information, including, but not limited to: address of the property, date the listing was created, initial listing price, status of the listing (including date of termination, if sold, expired, or withdrawn), current listing price, A.2



sale price, and deeds registry book and page of a recent sale deed for the property. I conduct the match in several stages. In the first stage, I use the book and page information, which successfully matches 74 percent of the listings. In subsequent stages, I sequentially merge the datasets based on: exact matches between the standardized address of the property; the x/y coordinates of the property and the street number; the ZIP code, price, and sale date of the transaction (when the listing results in a sale); and the street number, ZIP code, unit number, and first four characters of the street name. Foreclosure auction dates and outcomes Finally, I merge data from the Suffolk Registry of Deeds, collected for the analysis in LambieHanson and Lambie-Hanson (2013). These data were collected for each foreclosure in Suffolk County filed since 2003 by visually inspecting each foreclosure affidavit and auction notice that accompanied foreclosure deeds. The data include the date of the foreclosure auction and a dichotomous indicator of whether the buyer is a third-party purchaser (an investor or homeowner) or a bank buying back the property to resell as REO. When the identity of the buyer was ambiguous (that is, in the case of corporations), we examined the purchaser’s articles of incorporation in the Massachusetts Corporate Database, hosted online by the Massachusetts Secretary of the Commonwealth’s Corporations Division. I merge this dataset with the public records data using the book and page of the foreclosure deed, achieving a near 100 percent match.
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Detailed Model Results Table A-1. Distinguishing between different types of constituent complaints, using nonprime-only sample. (1) Poor Conditions



Seriously delinquent, pre-foreclosure Seriously delinquent, in foreclosure REO
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Year Quarters elapsed since default Property-specific random effects Property type Seasons Observations (mortgage/property months) Chi-square Log likelihood P-values for tests comparing coefficients Seriously delinquent, pre-foreclosure = in foreclosure Seriously delinquent, in foreclosure = REO Monthly incidence of complaints



1.300∗ (2.51) 1.876∗∗∗ (6.17) 3.781∗∗∗ (6.46) X X X X all 106,108 190.48 -4,722.30 0.0011 0.0004 0.9%



(2)



(3) (4) Complaints Utilities Trash Pests and Health 1.536∗ 1.351 (2.34) (1.37) 1.734∗∗ 1.671∗ (2.98) (2.42) 2.899∗∗ 2.464∼ (2.80) (1.88) X X X X X X X X all all 106,108 106,108 74.64 76.94 -1,576.77 -1,172.00 0.5397 0.1614 0.2%



0.3837 0.4175 0.2%



1.052 (0.29) 1.106 (0.58) 1.467 (0.92) X X X X all 106,108 65.32 -1,774.37 0.8003 0.4987 0.3%



(5)



(6)



Snow



Snow



(7) Code Violations Weeds



(8) Trash



1.173 1.256 1.718∗∗ 1.206∗ (0.90) (2.94) (2.15) (0.46) 1.252 1.731∗ 3.465∗∗∗ 1.735∗∗∗ (2.36) (7.25) (6.32) (0.70) 1.544 3.099∗ 4.667∗∗∗ 3.820∗∗∗ (2.38) (4.24) (7.10) (0.54) X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X all winter winter spring, summer, fall 32,589 32,589 73,519 106,108 38.08 62.34 93.03 240.94 -434.18 -802.57 -2,118.05 -6,825.66 0.8676 0.7949 0.2%



0.2306 0.2169 0.4%






Sources: Author’s calculations, based on data from the City of Boston, the Warren Group, and CoreLogic. ∗∗∗ , ∗∗ , ∗ , and ∼ represent statistical significance at 0.1, 1, 5, and 10 percent levels, respectively. Odds ratios are displayed, along with z-statistics in parentheses. The omitted status category is borrowers who are current to 60-days delinquent. Snow complaints/violations models are estimated using only winter months (December– March), while weed violations use spring, summer, and fall months. All models include data for June 2009–September 2013.



0.0001 


Table A-2. Distinguishing between different types of constituent complaints, using prime and nonprime sample. (1) Poor Conditions Seriously delinquent, in foreclosure REO
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Year Quarters elapsed since foreclosure start Property-specific random effects Property type Seasons Observations (mortgage/property months) Chi-square Log likelihood P-values for tests comparing coefficients Seriously delinquent, in foreclosure = REO Monthly incidence of complaints



(2)



(3) (4) Complaints Utilities Trash Pests and Health



1.644 (4.82) 3.781∗∗∗ (9.06) X X X X all 96,007 244.29 -5,309.14



1.247 0.937 (1.19) (-0.27) 3.114∗∗∗ 1.510 (4.48) (1.24) X X X X X X X X all all 96,007 96,007 107.41 72.04 -1,792.46 -1,055.66









∗∗∗



0.0812 0.2%



(5)



(6) Snow



(7) Code Violations Weeds



Snow



Trash



1.111 (0.62) 1.978∗∗ (2.67) X X X X all 96,007 62.86 -1,801.95



1.314 (0.77) 2.438∗ (2.06) X X X X winter 29,878 42.72 -465.51



1.494 (1.70) 4.141∗∗∗ (4.77) X X X X winter 29,878 96.98 -988.17



1.551 (2.99) 1.932∗∗ (2.64) X X X X spring, summer, fall 66,129 85.67 -2,926.29



1.085 (0.99) 1.443∗∗ (2.67) X X X X all 96,007 255.03 -7,654.36



0.0078 0.3%



0.0555 0.2%






0.2522 1.0%



0.0105 2.0%



∼



∗∗



(8)



Sources: Author’s calculations, based on data from the City of Boston and the Warren Group. ∗∗∗ , ∗∗ , ∗ , and ∼ represent statistical significance at 0.1, 1, 5, and 10 percent levels, respectively. Odds ratios are displayed, along with z-statistics in parentheses. The omitted status category is borrowers who have not yet experienced a foreclosure start but are later observed to. Snow complaints/violations models are estimated using only winter months (December–March), while weed violations use spring, summer, and fall months. All models include data for June 2009–September 2013.



Table A-3. Distinguishing between interior and exterior complaints and by tenure, using nonprime-only sample.



(1)



Interior Seriously delinquent, pre-foreclosure Seriously delinquent, in foreclosure REO
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Year Property-specific random effects Quarters elapsed since default Property type Observations (mortgage months) Chi-square Log likelihood P-values for tests comparing coefficients Seriously delinquent, pre-foreclosure = in foreclosure Seriously delinquent, in foreclosure = REO Monthly incidence of complaints



(2)



(3) (4) Complaints Tenants Owner and Exterior Only Tenants



1.494∗∗ 1.187 1.153 (2.61) (0.96) (1.28) 1.385∗ 1.750∗∗∗ 1.499∗∗∗ (2.02) (3.39) (3.72) 2.580∗∗ 3.049∗∗ 2.073∗∗ (2.88) (3.14) (3.19) X X X X X X X X X X X X 106,108 106,108 40,198 102.35 89.06 101.61 -2,110.44 -1,803.96 -3,804.39 0.6575 0.0525 0.3%



0.0461 0.1158 0.3%



0.0265 0.1361 2.2%



(5) Owner Only



1.338∗ (2.17) 1.400∗ (2.33) 5.472∗∗∗ (5.49) X X X



0.852 (-0.52) 3.001∗∗∗ (4.40) 4.547∗∗ (3.10) X X X



37,962 57.71 -2,423.28



27,726 46.97 -775.47



0.7793 


0.0001 0.3758 0.5%



Sources: Author’s calculations, based on data from the City of Boston Constituent Response Management system, the Warren Group, and CoreLogic. ∗∗∗ , ∗∗ , ∗ , and ∼ represent statistical significance at 0.1, 1, 5, and 10 percent levels, respectively. Odds ratios are displayed, along with z-statistics in parentheses. The omitted status category is borrowers who are current to 60-days delinquent but are later observed to be in default (90+ days delinquent). All models include data for June 2009–September 2013. Occupancy information is based on property type (single-family, multi-family) and whether owners received a residential property tax exemption for homeowners as of January 2009. All models include data for June 2009–September 2013.



Table A-4. Distinguishing between interior and exterior complaints and by tenure, using prime and nonprime sample.



(1)



Interior Seriously delinquent, in foreclosure REO
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Year Quarters elapsed since default Property-specific random effects Property type Observations (mortgage/property months) Chi-square Log likelihood P-values for tests comparing coefficients Seriously delinquent, in foreclosure = REO Monthly incidence of complaints



(2)



(3) (4) Complaints Tenants Owner and Exterior Only Tenants



(5) Owner Only



1.291∼ 1.187 1.224∗ (1.67) (0.94) (1.97) 3.237∗∗∗ 1.962∗∗ 1.973∗∗∗ (5.53) (2.73) (4.47) X X X X X X X X X X X X 96,007 96,007 42,701 147.39 108.68 152.73 -2,376.37 -1,744.15 -4,646.69



1.404∗ (2.10) 4.813∗∗∗ (6.57) X X X



1.893∗ (2.52) 3.786∗∗∗ (3.62) X X X



27,131 79.03 -2,010.22



26,083 39.87 -943.22



0.0112 0.3%






0.0215 0.6%






0.0001 2.6%



Sources: Author’s calculations, based on data from the City of Boston Constituent Response Management system and the Warren Group. ∗∗∗ , ∗∗ , ∗ , and ∼ represent statistical significance at 0.1, 1, 5, and 10 percent levels, respectively. Odds ratios are displayed, along with z-statistics in parentheses. The omitted status category is borrowers who have not yet experienced a foreclosure start but are later observed to. Occupancy information is based on property type (single-family, multi-family) and whether owners received a residential property tax exemption for homeowners as of January 2009. All models include data for June 2009–September 2013.



Table A-5. Comparing results by frequency of neighborhood foreclosures.



(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) Nonprime-Only Sample Prime and Nonprime Sample Foreclosures Occurring in Tract < 10 10–39 40+ < 10 10–39 40+ Seriously delinquent, pre-foreclosure Seriously delinquent, in foreclosure REO
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Year Quarters elapsed since foreclosure start Quarters elapsed since default Property-specific random effects Property type Observations (mortgage/property months) Chi-square Log likelihood P-values for tests comparing coefficients Seriously delinquent, pre-foreclosure = in foreclosure Seriously delinquent, in foreclosure = REO Monthly incidence of complaints



1.129 (0.62) 1.454∗ (2.05) 3.550∗∗ (2.86) X



1.281∗ (1.98) 1.739∗∗∗ (4.37) 2.377∗∗ (2.93) X



1.213 (1.46) 1.725∗∗∗ (4.13) 4.057∗∗∗ (5.72) X



1.804∗ (2.54) 1.729 (1.14) X X



1.290∗∗ (2.58) 2.907∗∗∗ (7.52) X X



1.309 (1.40) 2.209∗∗ (2.69) X X



X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 18,924 46,661 40,523 14,207 66,033 15,767 49.79 223.98 67.36 50.94 88.57 138.87 -1,430.85 -2,999.71 -2,606.39 -908.21 -5,449.12 -1,295.16 0.2376 0.0393 1.7%



0.0303 0.2738 1.4%



0.0140 0.0003 1.3%



0.9195 1.4%






0.0289 1.8%



Sources: Author’s calculations, based on data from the City of Boston, the Warren Group, and CoreLogic. ∗∗∗ , ∗∗ , ∗ , and ∼ represent statistical significance at 0.1, 1, 5, and 10 percent levels, respectively. Odds ratios are displayed, along with z-statistics in parentheses. For the prime and nonprime sample, the omitted status category is borrowers who have not yet experienced foreclosure but are later observed to. For the nonprime-only sample, the omitted status category is borrowers who are current to 60-days delinquent but are later observed to be in default (90+ days delinquent). All models include data for June 2009–September 2013.



Table A-6. Comparing random- and fixed-effects specifications, samples restricted to properties experiencing one or more complaint.



(1) Seriously delinquent, pre-foreclosure Seriously delinquent, in foreclosure REO
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Year Quarters Quarters X ZIP-code Quarters elapsed since foreclosure start Quarters elapsed since default Property-specific random effects Property-specific fixed effects Property characteristics Observations (mortgage/property months) Chi-square Log likelihood P-values for tests comparing coefficients Seriously delinquent, pre-foreclosure = in foreclosure Seriously delinquent, in foreclosure = REO



1.078 (0.98) 1.437∗∗∗ (4.98) 2.202∗∗∗ (5.47) X



(2) (3) Nonprime-Only Sample 1.056 (0.59) 1.276∗ (2.38) 1.799∗∗ (2.70) X



1.099 (1.00) 1.302∗ (2.55) 1.821∗∗ (2.74)



(4) 1.104 (1.36) 1.471∗∗∗ (5.74) 2.416∗∗∗ (6.86)



(5)



(6) (7) (8) Prime and Nonprime Sample



1.713∗∗∗ (7.27) 2.555∗∗∗ (9.47) X



1.156 (1.48) 1.555∗∗ (2.80) X



1.137 (1.29) 1.504∗ (2.53)



X X X



X



2.658∗∗∗ (11.00)



X



X



X X



1.787∗∗∗



X



X



X X



X X



X X X X 32,421 32,421 32,421 31,288 30,221 30,221 30,221 29,249 67.88 65.52 106.87 416.47 130.34 133.65 167.53 554.17 -5,966.33 -4,681.04 -4,660.37 -5,796.92 -6,423.67 -4,958.41 -4,941.48 -6,209.39 0.0004 0.0026



X



X



0.0749 0.0821



0.1120 0.0914



0.0001 0.0001






0.0127



0.0202






Sources: Author’s calculations, based on data from the City of Boston Constituent Response Management system, and the Warren Group. ∗∗∗ , ∗∗ ∗ , , and ∼ represent statistical significance at 0.1, 1, 5, and 10 percent levels, respectively. Odds ratios are displayed, along with z-statistics in parentheses. For the prime and nonprime sample, the omitted status category is borrowers who have not yet experienced foreclosure but are later observed to. For the nonprime-only sample, the omitted status category is borrowers who are current to 60-days delinquent but are later observed to be in default (90+ days delinquent). Sample sizes are smaller for models 4 and 8 because some observations lack the full set of property characteristics from the assessor’s data. All models include data for June 2009–September 2013.



Table A-7. Linear probability specification with property- and ZIP-code clustered standard errors.



(1) (2) Nonprime-Only Sample Property ZIP Code Clusters Clusters Seriously delinquent, pre-foreclosure Seriously delinquent, in foreclosure REO
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Year Quarters elapsed since foreclosure start Quarters elapsed since default Property-specific random effects Property type Observations (mortgage/property months) Root MSE P-values for tests comparing coefficients Seriously delinquent, pre-foreclosure = in foreclosure Seriously delinquent, in foreclosure = REO



0.002 (1.24) 0.006∗∗∗ (4.24) 0.021∗∗∗ (4.02) X



0.002 (1.25) 0.006∗∗∗ (7.61) 0.021∗∗∗ (4.28) X



X X X 106,108 0.11 0.0046 0.0064



(3) (4) Prime and Nonprime Sample Property ZIP Code Clusters Clusters



0.004∗∗ (2.73) 0.022∗∗∗ (6.19) X X



0.004∗∗ (2.62) 0.022∗∗∗ (8.88) X X



X X X 106,108 0.11



X X 96,007 0.13



X X 96,007 0.13












Sources: Author’s calculations, based on data from the City of Boston, the Warren Group, and CoreLogic. ∗∗∗ , ∗∗ , ∗ , and represent statistical significance at 0.1, 1, 5, and 10 percent levels, respectively. Coefficients are displayed, along with z-statistics in parentheses. For the prime and nonprime sample, the omitted status category is borrowers who have not yet experienced foreclosure but are later observed to. For the nonprime-only sample, the omitted status category is borrowers who are current to 60-days delinquent but will ultimately default. All models include data for June 2009–September 2013.



∼



Table A-8. Interpreting linear probability model results.



(1) Monthly Complaint Rate (%) Nonprime-Only Sample Current (not yet in default) Seriously delinquent In foreclosure REO Prime and Nonprime Sample Not yet in foreclosure In foreclosure REO



(2) (3) Expected Values Odds Ratios Based on LPM Based on LPM



4 Odds Ratios Based on Logit



1.1 1.4 1.9 3.7



1.1 1.3 1.7 3.2



1.8 1.5 2.9



1.2 1.7 3.2



1.2 1.7 4.3



1.2 1.6 3.4



1.3 2.8



1.3 2.8



Sources: Author’s calculations, based on data from the City of Boston, the Warren Group, and CoreLogic. Monthly complaint rates reflect the unconditional mean percentage of observations experiencing one or more complaint in month t. The prime and nonprime sample includes mortgages/properties observed to be in foreclosure at some point since June 2009. The nonprime-only sample includes mortgages/properties ultimately in default (90+ days delinquent). The second column adjusts these unconditional complaint rates using the estimates from Table A-7. The third column reports odds ratios calculated from Column 2. The final column reports the logit model results from Models 2 and 3 of Table 4.
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Table A-9. Robustness checks, using nonprime-only sample.



(1) Main Seriously delinquent, pre-foreclosure Seriously delinquent, in foreclosure REO
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Year Quarters elapsed since default Property-specific random effects Property type Servicer Observations (mortgage months) Chi-square Log likelihood P-values for tests comparing coefficients Seriously delinquent, pre-foreclosure = in foreclosure Seriously delinquent, in foreclosure = REO



1.224∗ (2.46) 1.696∗∗∗ (6.47) 3.240∗∗∗ (6.75) X X X X



(2) Larger Servicer Subsample 1.314∗ (2.33) 1.709∗∗∗ (4.55) 4.871∗∗∗ (5.99) X X X X



106,108 250.78 -7,054.20



51,302 133.59 -3,275.72



(3) Larger Servicer Controls 1.292∗ (2.17) 1.738∗∗∗ (4.66) 5.062∗∗∗ (6.09) X X X X X 51,302 142.93 -3,270.65



0.0003 0.0001



0.0431 


0.0248 


(4) Including Borrowers without Defaults 1.300∗∗∗ (3.40) 1.886∗∗∗ (8.47) 3.779∗∗∗ (7.87) X X X X



(5) Ultimately in Foreclosure 1.213 (1.54) 1.577∗∗∗ (4.67) 2.973∗∗∗ (5.95) X X X X



171,633 361.09 -10,443.35



58,255 174.72 -4,426.95






0.0176 0.0002



Sources: Author’s calculations, based on data from the City of Boston, the Warren Group, and CoreLogic. ∗∗∗ , ∗∗ , ∗ , and ∼ represent statistical significance at 0.1, 1, 5, and 10 percent levels, respectively. Odds ratios are displayed, along with z-statistics in parentheses. The omitted status category is borrowers who are current to 60-days delinquent. Model 1 is the main model. Models 2 and 3 use the subset of loans that have a large servicer (that services 100 or more loans in the dataset), and 3 includes a set of dummy variables for the servicer. Model 4 uses the main specification but also includes subprime and Alt-A borrowers who are not observed to default, while Model 5 restricts the sample to those who ultimately experience a foreclosure start. All models include data for June 2009–September 2013.
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